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Prefabrication offers a simple path to the green home of your dreams, and in her latest book,
Prefabulous author Sheri Koones highlights the many ways of using prefabrication to create
almost-off-the-grid homes―houses that are not only environmentally friendly but often operate
at nearly zero annual energy cost.Taking energy from the grid when necessary and returning any
excess energy produced, almost-off-the-grid homes function on a fraction of the energy required
by most houses, and additionally are more comfortable, healthier, quieter inside, and far
cheaper to operate. As energy costs continue to rise, the almost-off-the-grid house proves its
worth.Prefabulous + Almost Off the Grid profiles more than 30 of the most energy-efficient
homes in the United States, and this hardworking guide reveals how homeowners can achieve
similar results with floor plans, the latest, most efficient technologies, and multiple images of the
exterior and interior of each home.Praise for Prefabulous + Almost Off the Grid:Recipient of the
2013 Robert Bruss Gold Book Award from the National Association of Real Estate Editors
(NAREE)“You can build a high quality, environmentally friendly and efficient home at a
reasonable price with a look and feel of a traditional home. Advancements like those used in our
house and the other houses in this book will transform the homebuilding industry.” ―Christine
Todd Whitman, former governor of New Jersey and administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency“The time has come to throw out the old stereotypes and to embrace prefab
building techniques as the way of the future―and the best approach for today. For anyone
wanting to create a house that’s sustainable in every sense of the word, this book is an excellent
place to start.” ―Sarah Susanka, architect and author of The Not So Big House series“I'm
passionate about prefab because I know that it can spark an incredibly positive change in the
building industry and dramatically reduce costs and construction duration. Prefabulous + Almost
Off the Grid is an enlightening guide on using prefab to create your own affordable, energy-
efficient home.” ―Bruce Ratner, chairman and chief executive of the Forest City Ratner
Companies“Sheri Koones highlights the many ways of using prefabrication to create almost-off-
the-grid homes that are not only environmentally friendly but often operate at nearly zero annual
energy cost. . . . This is an easy-on-the-eyes guide that includes floor plans and multiple images
of the exterior and interior of each home. It is not a manual for green construction, but a general
overview of aspects of prefab and green construction. And it does that well.” ―Natural Life
magazine“If you’re ready to do something about your energy dependence, or if you enjoy stories
of people who’ve bucked the trends, you owe it to yourself to give Prefabulous + Almost Off the
Grid a look. Beautifully illustrated, it ends with a great resources list for the homes showcased.”
―Examiner.com“Indispensable guide to creating the ideal, almost-off-the-grid home. . . . This
text is both timely and tempting to anyone interested in inhabiting a more comfortable and cost-
efficient abode.” ―Bask“This attractive coffee-table-style book, the third in Koones’s Prefabulous
series, features 32 prefabricated houses that, to a greater or lesser extent, boast
environmentally friendly, efficient, and renewable-energy elements.” ―Publishers Weekly



About the AuthorSheri Koones is an award-winning author whose previous books include From
Sand Castles to Dream Houses, House About It, Modular Mansions, Prefabulous, and Abrams’
Prefabulous + Sustainable. She lives in Connecticut.
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For Alex and Jesse,with the hope they will live in an environmentally healthy worldThe Snowhorn
House in Austin, Texas, earned LEED Platinum certification. (Photo courtesy of Casey Dunn)I
am indebted to all of the homeowners, architects, builders, manufacturers, organizations, and
suppliers who graciously shared their knowledge and experience with me. Each time I write a
book, these people become new friends, and this is one of the joys of writing books.I’m always
amazed at the creativity and beauty of the houses I review—and the ones I found for this book
were no different. The houses included here are among the most terrific I have ever come
across. The methods and materials are new, creative, remarkably energy efficient, healthy, and
environmentally friendly. I learned so much while writing this book and was so inspired by the
creativity exhibited.Thank you to Joyce Deep for your kindness—you are a joy to work with. A
special thank-you to Robert Redford, my environmental hero, screen idol, and just a wonderful
human being. I appreciate your encouragement and participation in this project—it means a
great deal to me to have the support of such an important environmentalist who not only talks
the talk, but walks the walk.Rob, Alex, and Jesse are always a great source of inspiration and
encouragement as I muddle through these projects. A special thank-you to my dear son Jesse,
who, while preparing to begin college, helped me with some of the research for this book.Thank
you to all of the photographers who graciously contributed their fine work.My thanks to the
National Association of Real Estate Editors, a wonderful organization that has been so
supportive of my work, with two Gold Robert Bruss Book awards and numerous wonderful
friendships. My gratitude to my friends, who always help me more than I can say—Lucy Hedrick,
Denise Marcil, Dave Wrocklage, and John Connell. Thank you to my brother and friend, Mark
Warman, who is a continuous source of great support.Abrams has been a joy to work with.
Thanks to Eric Himmel for your continued support, Laura Dozier for your fine editing skill, and
Darilyn Carnes for the excellent design.The world needs to conserve energy, water, and
resources—I hope these houses will help to inspire future homeowners as much as they’ve
inspired me.AcknowledgmentsForeword by Robert RedfordIntroductionNew World Hudson
HomeNew England FarmhouseThe Sea Breeze CottageLakeside Green CottageGreen
RetreatSuperb-A HouseStillwater DwellingNewport Beach HouseModern CottageRiley’s
Rosemary Beach RetreatC3 PrefabNew World Whitman-Annis HomeThe EvolutionPLACE
HouseGreenfab HouseSheth HouseSnowhorn HouseHilltop CraftsmanG·O Logic HomeZero
Energy Idea HouseLancaster ProjectUnity HouseHigh Desert itHouseRock Reach HouseART
HousePassive Craftsman4D HomeKenmore Road HouseSungazing HouseSchaller Eco-
HomeSmartHome ClevelandTaliesin Mod.FabIndex of Searchable TermsResourcesSEE THIS
PAGE AND PICTURE ABOVE The High Desert itHouse in Pioneertown, California, is totally off
the grid, generating its own energy with solar photovoltaic and solar hot water panels. (Photo
courtesy of Art Gray Photography)At the Frank Lloyd Wright School of Architecture in Arizona,
the breezeway in the Taliesin Mod.Fab, separating the bedroom from the main living area,



provides an opportunity to experience nature—a concept often used by Frank Lloyd Wright in his
structures. (Photo courtesy of Bill Timmerman)When I was a teenager working summers as a
roustabout in what is now the Chevron Oil fields south of Los Angeles, I got firsthand knowledge
of the consequences of offshore drilling. Over the years I’ve watched the dire consequences it
has had on people, wildlife, local fisherman, and other industries. In some cases residents along
waterways have relocated because of the oil spills. Imported oil has created other problems,
putting our country in a precarious political position.The recent Chilean mine accident and the
nuclear meltdown in Japan have proven that seeking fuel the way we have been can have
dangerous and unhealthy consequences. Even “clean-burning” natural gas, the bridge fuel
between fossil and sustainable, is highly toxic and polluting in the hydraulic fracturing process
necessary to access it.A perfect solution to this energy challenge is to reduce our dependence
on fossil fuel. Over the years clean energy options have become more available, more
technologically sophisticated, and more financially feasible. There is new technology available in
solar, geothermal, and wind power, and beyond.In 1975 when I built my own passive solar home
in Utah, it was incredibly difficult to find materials and systems to achieve the efficiency and
energy independence I sought. Today, these technologies have evolved and there are many
options available for the construction of energy-independent homes and other buildings. The
variety of systems and the prices for these systems have been reduced over the years. In
addition, there are government, state, and local subsidies and tax breaks to encourage their use.
Nobody’s asking for perfection but even walking down this road partway will go a long way
toward a better future.Since homes use approximately 38 percent of the energy in this country,
constructing more energy-efficient homes is an excellent way to reduce consumption.
Prefabulous + Almost Off the Grid: Your Path to Building an Energy-Independent Home
demonstrates many examples of houses that require minimal energy; some of which even give
back as much energy as they use. The methods and materials used in the construction of
houses in this book demonstrate how houses can be built to reduce energy and water
consumption, while also being healthy and sustainable. The houses are beautiful, comfortable,
and vastly reduce their footprint on the earth.With the heavy cost we pay for energy—
environmentally, politically, and financially—the hope is to embrace the new and reduced cost of
natural energy. The houses in this book set an excellent example of the types of houses that
should be built today—with reduced energy use, healthy products, and more sustainable
materials.We need to learn from our past mistakes regarding energy consumption and embrace
new ways to reduce our needs. It’s time for everyone to consider more clean energy options in
our lives. Prefabulous + Almost Off the Grid: Your Path to Building an Energy-Independent Home
will inspire and help you do that.—Robert RedfordEnvironmentalist, Actor, DirectorModular
manufacturer Royal Homes in Canada built this cottage on Starr Island in just seven months.
Limiting the impact on the environment, energy and heated water are created from the adjoining
lake through a filtration system, using solar energy. (Photo courtesy of Riverstore Photography)I
continue to be amazed at the number of houses built, even today, with neither energy-efficient



design nor factory-manufactured quality. The first saves money from the initial day of occupancy
while the second ensures the long-term value of the investment. Simply put, prefabrication
addresses these two critical issues, offering the least complicated and most reliably scheduled
path to the green home of your dreams.The downturn in the building industry has forced
everyone to revisit fundamental home-building assumptions. Whereas houses were getting
bigger and bigger in the boom years of the 1970s and ’80s, today’s homeowners are shopping
for smaller, better-designed houses that utilize space more purposefully and reduce waste of
energy, water, and other resources.When the cost of energy was lower, the political world
situation less turbulent, oil spills more contained, and nuclear energy seemingly fairly safe,
energy efficiency was not a major issue. Today we pay a high price for the energy we use.As
more homeowners, architects, and builders begin to understand these consequences, they are
looking for more efficient and cost-effective methods of building. They are looking for ways to
build houses that use much less energy, with more efficient building “envelopes,” and in some
cases, generate some or all of the energy they require with solar, wind, and geothermal means.
Houses are being built that are off the grid and almost off the grid—both of which require
dramatically less energy than has been needed in the past. Some of these houses are even
returning excess energy to the grid.Although there are various degrees of energy independence
presented here, being almost off the grid is optimal, since it indicates a minimal need for energy
use from the utility company, while also presenting the possibility of returning energy back to the
grid. However, this book celebrates the efforts by builders and homeowners throughout the
United States who have achieved varying levels of energy independence, to preserve our
natural resources for future generations. A variety of strategies are presented to achieve that
independence.The modules and materials were brought over to Starr Island on a barge from
Honey Harbour, Ontario. (Photo courtesy of Royal Homes)GREEN VALUEAs home buyers
become more educated, they are realizing that there are two price tags to consider when pricing
a new home. What the house will cost to operate and maintain has become almost more
important than what the house will cost initially to build. The small added cost of installing
energy-saving systems is quickly recouped in the first few years of operating the house.* After
that, it’s like getting a dividend check every month! Moreover, when homeowners eventually
decide to sell their energy-efficient home, the low utility records will allow them to put a higher
price on it, thus profiting further.Sadly, if informed homeowners want to live in an energy-efficient
home today, they will probably have to build one. In spite of current media coverage of all things
green, relatively few energy-efficient houses have been built in recent years. This is shortsighted
since this type of construction will not only pay for itself in a short time but also makes a home
more salable in the future, when building codes become much more stringent. This is already
starting to happen as the new energy codes are embraced across the country. In the not too
distant future, energy-hog homes will become obsolete and will sell more slowly. We’re finally
entering a time when bragging rights are about energy efficiency rather than granite
countertops.A recent study by Earth Advantage Institute, a nonprofit in Oregon, found that new



homes that were certified green sold for 8 percent more than noncertified ones. Additionally, the
organization’s year-to-year sales reports indicate that this figure can be as high as 30 percent for
many homes, even during an economic downturn.* This suggests that homeowners value all the
benefits of a green home—comfort, quality, healthy environment, and energy efficiency—and
are looking for the assurance a green label provides. They are clearly willing to pay a premium
for a greener home. Reports also indicate that green houses sell in less time and closer to the
asking price.Until this recent national trend becomes the standard way of building, homeowners
will continue to pay more for the relatively rare homes designed with efficiency in mind. At the
same time, according to a recent study by the National Association of Home Builders (NAHB),
called “The New Home in 2015,” homes will get smaller and have more green features. The
typical house in 2015 is expected to average 2,152 square feet, which is 10 percent smaller than
those started in the first three quarters of 2010, attributable to the consumer focus on lowering
heating and cooling costs. NAHB concludes that consumers will purchase homes “based on
need more than want.”It goes far beyond just the HVAC system (heating, ventilation, and air-
conditioning). Almost 68 percent of the surveyed builders expect houses in 2015 to feature a
whole constellation of green technologies, including water-saving toilets, low-flow faucets and
showerheads, energy-efficient windows, better-insulated wall assemblies, and at minimum an
ENERGY STAR rating for the entire house. Energy monitoring and smart house optimization
(using digital systems to tune performance) will also be very common.ENERGY
INCENTIVESToday many homeowners are willing to pay a premium for green features so they
can save on energy costs and live in a more comfortable house. Federal, state, and local tax
incentives are widely available to offset the cost of this investment. To check incentives
anywhere in the United States, visit , the Database of State Incentives for Renewables &
Efficiency. This website serves as a comprehensive source of information about incentives, as
well as policies that promote renewable energy and energy efficiency.Homeowners may also
qualify for the Federal Residential Renewable Energy Tax Credit, which allows tax credits of up
to 30 percent of what they spend on solar energy systems, geothermal heat pumps, fuel cells,
and wind energy systems through 2016. Homeowners can claim the value of their credit against
their tax liability. For further information on this tax credit, check out the website .GUIDELINES
FOR BUILDING GREENIn the last fifteen years several national and innumerable regional
programs have been developed to guide the construction of more efficient homes.In 1998 the
U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) established the Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) program to provide a framework for green construction. At this writing, there are
8,662 LEED-certified homes and 31,075 registered homes under construction.In 2005 the
National Association of Home Builders published “The Model Green Homebuilding Guidelines,”
and in 2008 the NAHB Research Center launched the National Green Building Certification
Program. This program’s goal is not only to certify green homes but also to educate the building
community and the general public about green building. There are currently 3,061 certified
houses in this program.These are the two largest national programs, and both use a point



system and third-party verification to establish that certified homes are green and sustainable.
Although there are slight variations in emphasis, these programs certify structures that are
healthy, maximize energy and water efficiency, reduce carbon dioxide emissions, minimize
embodied energy (the energy used to make and transport the building materials), and curtail
adverse impacts on building sites and their surrounding neighborhoods. Many regions around
the country have established local versions of these programs to encourage the construction of
greener homes.Before any of this, in 1990 Dr. Wolfgang Feist quietly founded the Passivhaus
Institut (PHI) in Germany. He sought the principles for creating very low-energy structures at an
affordable price. Toward this end, Feist developed software—the Passive House Planning
Package (PHPP)—to model homes as well as commercial structures. He explored thoughtful
designs and a thermal shell that could reduce the need for heating, cooling, and ventilating
systems to almost nothing. Homes designed using this software can reduce energy for heating
and cooling by 90 percent and overall energy consumption by 60 to 70 percent!More than
twenty thousand structures are already certified by Passivhaus in Europe, achieving this
standard through the use of “superinsulation,”* high-performance windows and doors, heat
recovery ventilators, passive solar design, and sophisticated energy modeling. This movement
has come to the United States as the Passive House Institute US, a nonprofit program
established to further research and consult with homeowners and builders. It is a growing trend
—creating houses that are energy neutral or even energy producing. In 2008 there were three
completed Passive Houses (PHs) in the United States and twenty certified PH consultants. By
2010 there were sixteen completed homes and 160 certified Passive House consultants, plus
fifteen more houses under construction and forty going through certification review. PHs tend to
cost an additional 7 to 10 percent up front but yield long-term savings of 60 to 70 percent in
energy efficiency. Many are built without using expensive “active” technologies such as
photovoltaic or solar thermal hot water systems. The focus for Passive House is almost entirely
on energy conservation, which differentiates it from programs such as LEED and NAHBGreen
with their broader considerations.In 2002 the first Solar Decathlon event took place on the Mall
in Washington, DC. This international competition was established by the US Department of
Energy to demonstrate the potential of houses designed to both collect and convert sunlight into
usable energy. It was held again in 2005 and then every two years thereafter. In 2010 the first
Solar Decathlon Europe took place in Madrid, and future events are planned again in Madrid in
2012 and China in 2013, as well as in the United States. For each Solar Decathlon, universities
around the world submit plans, and twenty are selected to be built. The students travel to the
events to demonstrate their houses, sharing ideas and increasing awareness of new
technologies in energy efficiency (for more information on the Solar Decathlon, see this page).
One of the excellent houses presented at the 2011 event, the 4D Home, is included here (see
this page).All of these programs attest to the great interest developing in this country and
worldwide for energy-efficient buildings—both residential and commercial. In the United States,
energy used to heat and cool homes has typically accounted for 40 percent or more of our total



energy consumption. But recently people have begun to discover how easy and cost-effective it
is to build homes that are dramatically more energy efficient. Many beautiful and comfortable
houses have been built to high energy and environmental standards. Yet the question remains
why more homeowners don’t insist on this option. In the 1960s and ’70s there were still some
challenges to building an energy-efficient, healthy, sustainable home. Today there are really
none!This Savannah modular i-house was built at Green Bridge Farms in Savannah, Georgia,
crafted by Clayton Homes, a division of Berkshire Hathaway. The house has several renewable
energy sources including a geothermal heat pump, solar hot water, and photovoltaic panels. A
very tight envelope greatly reduces the need for energy for heating and cooling. Charles Davis,
the owner of Earth Comfort Company, built the house as a model for future developments. The
house is net-zero, producing as much energy as it uses; Davis purchases energy at off-peak,
reduced rates, from Georgia Power at night to charge his electric car and sells back energy
during the day at increased rates. Davis says his largest energy bill to date has been $35. An
energy monitor shows the wattage used by each appliance in the house, the power produced by
the solar panels, and the number of watts sold back to Georgia Power. The house was awarded
Mainstream Green Home of the Year in 2011 by GreenBuilder magazine. (Photo courtesy of
Shawn Heifert)Frank Vafree, the CEO of Proto Home, wanted to build modern homes that can
be built fast, affordable, and with excellent quality. This prototype, Sunlight Residence, was
constructed in Los Angeles, California. Built with a panelized system, the house is oriented for
passive solar energy, has ENERGY STAR–rated appliances, LED and fluorescent lighting,
tankless water heating, high-efficiency HVAC, a cool white roof, and a utility core (the Protocore,
which is patent pending), which houses the home’s mechanical, plumbing, and electrical
systems, making access easier for repairs and updates. The smart home technology allows the
homeowner to control all electric features of the house from anywhere. (Photo courtesy of Lisa
Romerein)In the Sunlight Residence, the high ceilings are possible because the construction of
the house is built using balloon construction, which means the frame is self-sustaining and has
long studs that extend from the foundation to the roofline, limiting the need for interior walls.
These high ceilings create “hyperspace” with lofty ceilings and allow in an abundance of natural
light. Like cars, the parts of the house are replaceable, limiting waste when parts are damaged.
(Photo courtesy of Lisa Romerein)WHY BUILD GREEN?As codes become more stringent and
the cost of energy continues to rise, energy-efficient homes will become the norm. Wouldn’t it be
better to build such a house now rather than building one that will be passé in ten years?
According to a 2008 study conducted by McGraw-Hill Construction and the U.S. Green Building
Council, green homes will account for 12 to 20 percent of the housing market by 2013, up from 2
percent in 2005. It’s predicted that green homes will be on the market for less time and bring a
higher resale value than comparable but less-efficient homes.It used to be said that the energy-
saving products available in the United States—windows and doors are good examples—
lagged behind the technologies available in Germany, Canada, and other countries. But each
year, when I attend the NAHB International Builders’ Show (the most comprehensive product



display and demonstration of building products in the world), I see more and more green
products brought to the American market. This is great for US homeowners as well as the
economy. According to the USGBC, the green building market will support 7.9 million US jobs
and pump $554 million into the economy over the 2009–13 period.On October 5, 2009,
President Obama signed Executive Order 13514, setting sustainability goals for federal
agencies. Leading by example, this legislation requires all agencies to set 2020 greenhouse gas
(GHG) emission reduction targets, increase energy efficiency, conserve water, reduce waste,
decrease use of energy for fueling vehicles, and use their purchasing power to promote
sustainable products. It is only a matter of time before higher goals will be set for residential
structures. The bar is moving up!A wonderful aspect of energy-efficient construction, beyond the
long-term financial savings, is the comfort created by these homes. When properly designed
and engineered (two practices that are increasingly becoming one), they are toasty warm in
winter and refreshingly cool in summer. Some designs use almost no motors or pumps,
producing a rare and calming quiet throughout the house.SAVING WATERAlthough a large
portion of the world is covered with water, about 97 percent is salt water and only about 3
percent is potable. Depletion of reservoirs and groundwater can put humans at risk, raise
concentrations of pollutants in the water supply, reduce the supply available for industrial and
agricultural purposes, and put a strain on aquatic ecosystems and their dependent species.
Water efficiency in new homes can easily reduce water usage by 30 percent or more. Outdoor
uses, primarily landscaping, account for 30 percent of the 26 billion gallons consumed daily in
the United States (according to the EPA). Because they are so easy to implement, water-saving
techniques are found in most of the houses profiled in this book. They range from simple
strategies—such as low-flow faucets and shower-heads and dual-flush toilets—to more
elaborate gray water systems and water storage tanks. In some climates, xeriscaping
(landscaping requiring minimal water use) is the easiest, most effective way to reduce the water
use around the exterior of a home (see Sungazing House, this page).The challenge for this
home, called Residence for a Briard, was to build the greenest possible modern house on a very
tight budget. Architect Whitney Sander and Icaza Construction were able to meet the challenge
for this house in Culver City, California, using a prefabricated recycled structural steel frame and
panels with recycled denim insulation. The house is three thousand square feet, has twenty-
eight-foot ceilings, and cost $160 a square foot to build. The house has radiant heat, a gray
water system, tankless water heaters, passive heating and cooling, four-layer acrylic windows
with twice the insulating value of one-inch insulated glass, little construction waste due to the
prefab shell, low-flush toilets, low-VOC paints, soy-based stain for the concrete floor slab,
bamboo flooring, a superinsulated envelope (nine-inch-thick walls and roof), and SCIP
(structural concrete insulated panel) walls at the front. (Photo courtesy of Sharon
Risedorph)This 1,600-square-foot modular house on Orcas Island in Washington was built by
Method Homes, a manufacturer of modern prefab houses. It has an energy monitoring system
(TED, the Energy Detective) so the homeowners can keep track of how much energy they are



using. (Photo courtesy of Lannie Boesiger)The beautiful timber frame, built by Hugh Lofting
Timber Framing, provides the skeleton for the Murus structural insulated panels, which create a
seamless insulation shell for this off-the-grid residence named Solitude Farm, located just south
of Annapolis, Maryland. Storm water is managed through rain gardens and bioswales (drainage
courses designed to remove silt and pollution from surface runoff). This residence utilizes solar
thermal energy for the domestic hot water system and has in-floor radiant heat. A geothermal
heat pump provides backup heat during cloudy weather, as well as air-conditioning with in-floor
radiant cooling during the hot and humid summer months. Passive solar orientation with
seasonal shading was maximized through the high-efficiency windows and the high-reflectivity
roofing system, which reduces heat gain in summer. The concrete floors and chimney mass
placed for maximum heat absorption allow passive heating. The house was built using all
natural, local, and recycled materials, with minimal construction disturbance or waste. (Photo
courtesy of Brian Spirt)Energy Efficiency DefinedThe different labels for energy-efficient houses
can be confusing. To help clarify, here is a small glossary for some of the terms used in this
book:• Zero-energy (or net-zero) house: A house that produces as much energy as it uses within
a typical year.• Off the grid: This refers to any house considered energy independent and not
connected to a local grid-based power company. Today it is sometimes broadened to mean the
house must produce enough energy for heating, cooling, and to power all its lighting and
appliances.• Almost off the grid: Many of the houses profiled in this book, although not off the
grid, are almost off the grid, requiring minimal energy from the utility company. This is
accomplished by building a very efficient “envelope” and with some houses creating energy
using renewable means. Some of the houses included here have net metering, which means
that at times they can produce extra energy that can be fed back into the grid.• Passive solar:
Much of the thermal energy needed for space heating or hot water is collected merely by
configuring the geometry of the house to collect solar heat. Passive solar usually accomplishes
this without any moving parts, equipment, or additional systems. In contrast, “active” systems
include solar collectors, wind generators, hydro-generators, pumps, fans, and so on.• Passive
House: A stringent US building standard related to efficiency requirements developed by
Germany’s Passivhaus Institut.• Carbon-neutral home: A house that produces zero carbon
emissions.WHY BUILD HOUSES PREFAB?I’m still surprised when I run into someone who
clings to the disproven stereotype that prefabricated houses are all double-wides and ugly little
boxes. Having written three books and presented at countless conferences on the subject, I’m
saddened that this ill-founded bias persists. Unfortunately many people still have no idea what
prefab construction is and are ill-informed of the many options that now exist in this industry.
People who still think prefab is synonymous with little ticky-tacky boxes should take a look at all
of the beautiful prefab houses that have been built in the last ten years. They easily rival the
beauty of any site-built home.There are many ways to prefabricate a house; the most popular
methods include using modular components, structural insulated panels (SIPs), panelization,
prefabricated concrete walls, timber frames, and steel frames. These techniques are showcased



in the pages that follow. Moreover, several new and innovative approaches are included in this
book, such as the Open-Built system used for the Unity House (see this page) and the patented
panel system in the Rock Reach House (see this page), usually used for commercial
applications.The benefits of prefabrication are as numerous as the ways to achieve them. One of
the most obvious advantages prefab has over site-built construction is the minimization of waste.
On-site construction creates lots of wasted materials that end up in Dumpsters and ultimately in
landfills. The homeowner pays for all of this material, the cost of hauling it away, plus the tipping
charge at the dump when it arrives there. In contrast, factories have the opportunity to recycle
materials and thus keep waste to an absolute minimum. Wood is used on other projects, and
many materials, such as drywall and metal, can be returned to the manufacturer.As a modern
society, we expect things to happen quickly. When a website doesn’t open right away, we
become frustrated. When we order something online, we want to receive it the next day. We are
an immediate gratification society. We should not have to wait two years to move into a new and
well-built house. Prefabrication meets our need for faster, high-quality construction. Unlike on-
site construction, which typically requires sequential construction starting with the footing and
foundation, all of the elements can be fabricated at the same time, reducing overall construction
time. One example is the Rock Reach House (see this page) with a panelized wall system that
was factory fabricated in one day, while the steel frame was fabricated in four days. These
elements could be fabricated while the footings were being installed. The house itself was then
“dried in” (the frame, floor, roof, walls, and windows were installed) in just five days.Factory
construction drastically reduces construction time for larger components as well. The New World
Hudson Home, a modular house, was fabricated in the factory in five days and completed in a
little over a week at the exhibit in New York (see this page), and the Greenfab House (see this
page) was built in a modular factory in two weeks, set in six hours, and completed in forty-five
days.Several of the houses in the book are built with structural insulated panels, and a study has
found that this method of construction is dramatically faster than typical methods: “Field erection
of structural insulated panels is faster than for conventional framing. A conventionally framed
and insulated house of similar size and design would take approximately 122 percent longer to
erect. Wall erection was the most efficient task, taking about a third of the time that it would take
to build and insulate a conventionally framed wall.”*Frank Baker, founder of Insulspan and River-
bend Timber Framing and owner of the Lakeside Green Cottage (see this page), one of the SIP
houses in the book, says the production time for both the SIPs and the timber frame was about
three or four days, which occurred simultaneously. Assembly of the house took about a week. All
of these examples attest to the time saved by building houses using prefabricated
components.Moreover, just as we wouldn’t consider having our car assembled in our driveway,
we shouldn’t consider building our houses on-site. Homeowners should expect the expertise
and experience in the construction of their home that comes with controlled factory conditions,
experienced professionals, and close supervision of each part of the house.Many of today’s
factories employ computer-controlled machinery to produce higher-quality work at lower cost.



These machines are faster and more accurate than site-based workers using conventional
hammers and saws. Such technologies can be deployed only in a factory setting. In every area
of the digital age, we expect faster, more exacting, less costly answers to our needs. Should we
not require the same for the most expensive, important projects we undertake—namely, building
our homes?Another key advantage of prefab modular construction is the inherent resilience of
the structure. After the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) surveyed the damage
left by Hurricane Andrew (Category 4), it determined that modular housing “provided an
inherently rigid system that performed much better than conventional residential framing.”†
Almost by definition, modular construction must be stronger and more durable. After all, it
experiences a 65-mph ride for several hours on the highway between the factory and the site
and is lifted with a crane by two cables and set on the foundation. No site-built house could
withstand that type of stress! It excels at one of the most important aspects of green construction
—durability. Homes that last longer produce less waste and fill fewer landfills over the years.In
addition to the many commonly quoted reasons for building prefab, such as saving time and
money, protecting our natural environment, and conserving materials, there are also some less
advertised facts that are equally compelling. According to Fred Humphreys, president and CEO
of NAHB’s Home Builders Institute, there is a shrinking interest in construction work among
young people. Forty percent of the current construction workers are baby boomers and getting
ready to retire. At the same time, high schools are shutting down many of the vocational
programs that could teach construction skills to a new generation. Moreover, there is an
increasing lack of interest in construction work in general. It is perceived, correctly, as dangerous
and offering less than ideal working and weather conditions.Many of these labor problems are
eliminated with prefab construction, where the work is done in comfortable surroundings, in less
dangerous conditions, with safety regulations and regular oversight. Factory work is steady,
without the interruptions caused by poor weather conditions. The prefabricated industry attracts
serious, disciplined workers who receive paid benefits, vacations, and necessary training. This
labor is also highly supervised in the factory setting, which means a very carefully built
house.This LEED Platinum–certified home in East Hampton was designed and built by New
World Home and manufactured by Haven Homes. This designation was acheived without
requiring any renewable energy source, such as solar panels, wind turbines, or geothermal
systems. Owner Ethan Litwin says, “We didn’t get an electric bill for two months, so we called the
utility to see what the problem was. Seems that the utility was convinced that the reading was
false, because it was so low, so they sent a guy out to recheck the meter. It was right. Despite a
record thirty days above ninety degrees, we were at something like 40 percent of expected
usage for a normal year.” (Photo courtesy of Tyler Schmetterer, New World Home)The Modern
Living Showhouse, designed by architect Jonathan Davis of pieceHomes and designer Zem
Joaquin, was displayed at the Dwell on Design conference in June 2011. With just 520 square
feet of space, the house demonstrates some of the most sustainable products and energy-
efficient materials and systems available. The exterior of the house is clad in an FSC-certified,



biocomposite material (EcoClad) made from recycled paper and bamboo fiber with vegetable-
based resin. It is built to stand up well to the elements and be low maintenance. (Photo courtesy
of Anthony Rich)The Hawkins residence in Gilmer County, Georgia, is not connected to the grid
and depends entirely on photovoltaic panels on the roof of the shed (which houses the battery
backup system, stores wood, and contains a wood shop), a masonry heater, a geothermal heat
pump, and a backup generator. Water is heated by an on-demand water heater powered by the
photovoltaic panels. It was constructed using ICFs for the walls and SIPs for the roof of the
house. The house was built using optimal solar orientation, high-efficiency windows, and other
green features. The house was designed by Bob Bourguignon and built by Rick Wood
Construction. (Photo courtesy of Ken Hawkins)EDUCATING CONSUMERSOne of the biggest
reasons more people don’t build energy-efficient prefab homes is because they are simply not
aware of the options. Building homes has become more of a science than ever before, and even
many professionals are hard-pressed to stay current with the latest developing knowledge in
construction.Computer simulations and “energy modeling” allow architects and engineers to
experiment with various configurations until they find the very best results. But they need to
understand the principles and learn the software. Similarly, there are many new materials and
methods for integrating unprecedented efficiencies into a new house—but only if people are
aware of them. The technologies are developing quickly, and homeowners are challenged to
educate themselves about the latest methods. At the very least, they must become informed
enough to choose an architect, manufacturers, and a builder that understand these
concepts.Building a home is one of the largest projects most people will ever undertake. It is
important to consider all of the options and do the research before proceeding. Prefabulous +
Almost Off the Grid: Your Path to Building an Energy-Independent Home will provide
homeowners with information about some of the wonderful options available to them. Containing
profiles of thirty-two homes, this book explains many of the materials, systems, and techniques
available to create a more energy-efficient, comfortable, and healthy home.In these difficult
economic times, efficiency should be at the top of every homeowner’s priority list. But I also
show that aesthetics don’t have to be compromised for efficiency and affordability. The houses
profiled in this book are proof that one can have both.In addition, the homes in Prefabulous +
Almost Off the Grid are at various degrees of energy independence. There are houses that are
completely independent of the grid, requiring no outside energy sources, as well as those that
call for only minimal outside energy.The book features strategies for building an energy-efficient
home that focus on conservation, including ways to superinsulate the walls, roof, and floors. It
explores optimal orientation, high-performance windows and doors, and deep overhangs. The
latest methods for heating and cooling your house with renewable energy are also reviewed—
including solar collectors, photovoltaic panels, geothermal heat pumps, and wind turbines.
Additionally, I’ve outlined methods for cutting down energy use with high-performance
appliances, efficient lighting fixtures, and energy-reporting systems. Finally, all of the houses
include healthy and sustainable aspects, explained in sidebars and in the text.A variety of



methods have been used to attain these efficiencies, with the houses varying in size, style, and
location. The amount of energy they require, as well as the energy they can produce, depends
on climate and the design of the house. The houses in the book appear in order of increasing
efficiency, although this is a very casual arrangement, since all of the houses are efficient in
different ways.One of the important messages of this book is that homeowners should not be
deterred from building an efficient home because they are concerned about the cost. In some
cases, green houses do cost more than less efficient houses, but in most of these homes, the
energy savings will equalize the additional cost within a few years. In some cases energy-
efficient houses have been built at no additional cost of construction. There are many ways to
achieve efficiency, and I hope you will be inspired by some of the methods used in this book.In
the end, the most important aspect of home construction today is how a house performs. All of
the new technology that is available and incorporated into the home is inconsequential if the
house doesn’t function in a healthy and energy- and water-efficient manner. When available,
statistics are included that verify the efficiency of the houses that are featured in this book with
HERS ratings (Home Energy Rating System), blower door test results, and other certifications.
The houses are varied in style, location, type of construction, and materials, but all will
encourage you to build a healthier, more efficient home that is kinder to the environment.The
best solution to our energy problems is to conserve energy and take advantage of renewable
energy when required. I hope this book will inspire you to do
both.ModularPHOTOGRAPHER:Courtesy of New World Home (unless otherwise
noted)ARCHITECT:New World ArchitectureMANUFACTURER:Haven Custom
HomesBUILDER:New World HomeLOCATION:New York, New York, and Hardyston, New
JerseySIZE:1,607 square feetHERS RATING: 48BLOWER DOOR TEST: 1.59 ACH @ 50
Pascals (see this page)CERTIFICATION:LEED-H—PlatinumNational Green
BuildingCertification Program—EmeraldENERGY STARIndoor airPLUS ProgramGREEN
ASPECTS:Small footprintFiber cement sidingThermally modified yellow pine deckingRecycled-
content carpetDual-flush toilets—WaterSense labeledLow-flow water fixtures—WaterSense
labeledNo-VOC paintEngineered quartz countertopPermeable paversRainwater
collectionReclaimed engineered flooringManifold plumbing system (see this
page)Formaldehyde-free fiberglass insulationFSC-certified woodFoot pedal (kitchen
sink)ENERGY ASPECTS:ENERGY STAR–rated windows and doorsENERGY STAR–rated
appliancesENERGY STAR–rated metal roofingHigh-efficiency HVAC systemProgrammable
thermostat with moisture controlEnergy monitoring systemInsulated joists and sill platesPrecast
insulated concrete form (ICF) foundationTankless water heaterSpray foam insulation—open
cellLED and CFL lightingMotion-detector lighting controlsLighting timer controlsAdvanced
framing to minimize thermal bridgingHeat recovery ventilator (HRV)The house was set in its
temporary setting at the World Financial Center in lower Manhattan, where it was open to the
public for almost two weeks.From June 4 to June 17, 2010, over ten thousand people toured the
New World Hudson Home on display in lower Manhattan at the World Financial Center on a



beautiful site overlooking the Hudson River. The house was designed in cooperation with
Country Living magazine. It took just one day to set the house and make it “dried in,” or
weatherproof. The finishing touches took five days, and the house was then open to the public
for almost two weeks.The reaction of the crowds ranged from surprise that the house was
modular to delight at hearing that this very traditional-looking house was so technologically
modern. Visitors were delighted to hear about the wide array of green attributes and features
that were incorporated into the house. Tyler Schmetterer, founder of New World Home, says,
“There is still a very steep learning curve taking place throughout the country about modular,
and visitors were surprised that a modular can include state-of-the-art green features, capable of
achieving the highest certification levels in the industry.”Inspiration for the design of this house is
rooted in the heritage of the Hudson River Valley architecture, including its cottage style,
wraparound porch, thoughtful details, and functional use of space. New World Home considered
this design to be particularly appropriate for the New York City exhibition at the World Financial
Center, where the home was perched above the North Cove Marina, overlooking the Hudson
River.It took five days for the house to be built in the factory. (Photo courtesy of Haven Custom
Homes)The house was delivered to its temporary site in New York City, where it was toured by
more than ten thousand people.NEW TECHNOLOGY, OLD-WORLD CHARMThe concept
behind New World Home is to evoke the spirit of the past while integrating modern
conveniences and amenities. This house has traditional clapboard siding, but here it is fiber
cement, which is more durable and requires less maintenance than wood. Whereas more
traditional old houses had small, drafty windows, New World Home uses larger, ENERGY STAR–
rated, highly efficient windows to provide a good source of light and natural ventilation. Like
more traditional old houses, New World uses shutters to protect windows from inclement
weather and cool the house from intense sunlight, while giving the house old-world charm.
These shutters are made of composite wood and fiberglass, which is more durable and longer
lasting and requires less maintenance than traditional shutters.CONSERVING ENERGY AND
WATERThe house was built with a variety of energy-saving methods, which began in the factory
with the open-cell spray foam insulation and advanced framing to minimize thermal bridging
(see Unity House, this page). New World provides a long list of requirements to the modular
manufacturer to meet its standards. Tyler says, “Our green standards typically exceed anything a
plant has attempted in the past, and as such, requires exacting specifications and
methodologies that are third-party inspected for undergoing certification (e.g., USGBC).” As is
the case with all modular houses, this house also has the advantage of producing minimal waste
and being built in a protected environment where there is less chance of damage from moist
weather conditions.By closely monitoring the house with a whole-house monitoring system, New
World has been able to evaluate and control the efficient use of energy.In addition to using LED
(light-emitting diode) and CFL (compact fluorescent) bulbs to reduce energy, a motion detector
is used to activate the lights, and a lighting timer control is used to shut them off.Water savings
are accomplished with a rainwater catchment system and low-flow fixtures in the kitchen and



bathrooms. A foot pedal (see New World Whitman-Annis home, this page) gives a more
controlled flow in the kitchen sink, cutting down on wastewater. The manifold plumbing system
(see sidebar this page) is also designed to conserve water.The dishwasher and refrigerator are
ENERGY STAR certified. A foot pedal at the sink limits water waste by controlling flow. Recycled
barn siding is used on the kitchen island.The flooring in the living and dining rooms, as well as
throughout the house, is made from elm engineered wood rescued from abandoned buildings.
Even the furnishings in the house are sustainable—the chairs are upholstered with recycled-
fiber fabric, and the dining table is made from salvaged antique elm doors.CONSERVING
NATURAL RESOURCESAttempts have been made throughout the house to use as few
resources as necessary. The elm flooring on the lower floors and carpet on the upper floors are
from recycled materials. The dining table is made from rescued elm doors. The engineered
wood flooring (a sandwich of finished wood on top and plywood underneath) consists of
reclaimed elm, which has more strength than solid wood, and the wood used is harvested from
small-diameter, fast-growing trees. Even the decorations are mostly green and include recycled,
reclaimed, or organic content.A PERMANENT LOCATIONAfter the demonstration was over, the
house was dismantled in a single day and transported to a permanent location in Hardyston,
New Jersey. It was quickly reset on a precast insulated concrete foundation, which was prepared
in advance. Although several visitors wanted to purchase the display house, the company opted
to retain it as an interactive design/education center and a major sales hub.Horizontal
wainscoting helps make this narrow room appear wider. The four-poster bed is made from
sustainably grown mindi wood (which has a natural resistance to decay and fungus), and the
mattress is 100 percent organic cotton and hemp.The hallway is decorated with recycled prints
from an old copy of Art Forms in Nature. The window is situated to flood the area with
light.Making practical use of all available space, this alcove on the second floor is used as a
small work area with an antique desk.The vintage-looking tub and wainscoting add to the
hominess of this bathroom. Bathtub and sink faucets are all water saving.The prefabricated
Superior Wall foundation was set before the house arrived on site.It took about six hours to set
the house in New Jersey, where it now serves as an interactive design/education center.Blower
Door TestThe blower door test is a diagnostic tool used to measure the airtightness of a
structure. A powerful fan is mounted in the frame of an exterior door. The fan pulls air out of the
house, lowering the interior pressure and pulling air in from the outside through unsealed cracks
and openings. A pressure gauge measures the amount of air the fan pulls out of the house,
revealing any leaks in the air sealing, which can then be amended. Adequately sealing a house
can increase comfort, reduce energy costs, and improve air quality. This test is required for
some certifications, including the ENERGY STAR Program. The result of the blower door test for
the New World Hudson Home was 1.59 ACH @ 50 Pascals. This means there are 1.59 air
changes in the house per hour at a standardized 50 Pascals of pressure (a measure of force per
unit area).Manifold Plumbing SystemsA manifold plumbing system (or simply “manifold system”)
is a circulatory system for the home. Each flexible pipe, hot or cold, goes directly from the



manifold to the individual fixture or appliance—rather than through a series of branches off two
larger ¾-inch pipes—so any given line can be disconnected from the water supply if it is not
functioning and requires maintenance. The water lines are typically made of ½-inch PEX (cross-
linked polyethylene), which won’t rust and endures freezing much better than metal. These lines
supply water (hot/cold) directly to the fixture along the most efficient path. The shorter distances
between supply and fixtures and the narrower pipes achieve greater water conservation.
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Adam, “Efficiency before renewables is on target. The path to energy independence can be
considered as either A) demand reduction with shelter from rising energy costs and reduced
fossil fuel dependence, or B) as a solution during power outages, or C) living entirely
disconnected from the grid. One review of this book seems to insinuate that the book should
require that projects include renewable energy, with which I disagree. As a professional in the
industry the goal we target is typically A (similar to the book), rather than B or C, and sometimes
involves renewable energy, but often just plans for renewable energy in the future. The path
typically involves three steps. First, plan for conservation by using a very tight, super insulated
building shell while considering all the related passive attributes (shading, orientation, etc).
Second, select exceptionally efficient versions of the systems in the home that consume energy,
including heating, cooling, hot water, lighting, appliances, and ventilation. And then third, add
renewable energy systems to offset the consumption.The first and second steps need to be
implemented when the home is constructed, if at all possible. A later retrofit of these aspects is
far less cost effective, and often not practical. Renewable energy however, is very possible to
add to an existing home, and typically less cost effective than the first two steps during new
construction. With limited examples of exceptional energy performance available in the
marketplace, as I read about homes in this book that are on the path to energy independence
with a superinsulated building shell, efficient systems, and either renewables in place or plans
for renewables, I found the common thread to be very satisfying. It's important to keep priorities
straight and the book delivers.”

John B. Connell, “Tracking the Leading Edge. Prefabricated homes have become very trendy
and, not surprisingly, widely misunderstood. What Ms. Koones does with this book (and several
of her previous ones)is track the ongoing evolution of prefab home building. Not all
manufacturers are the same and not every homeowner wants the same thing. So the first
accomplishment of this book is the VARIETY. This is important because manufactured homes
(prefabs) suffer from all sorts of stereotypes. In this collection you will see traditional homes,
contemporary homes, experimental homes but in all cases energy efficient homes. Which
brings us to the second accomplishment of the book; cutting edge GREEN architecture. Koones
beautifully presents the growing number of green and sustainable custom homes utilizing
factory strategies for better energy performance. This approach is not even debatable - Energy
Star, USGBC and several other renowned national certifying organizations have unequivocally
stated that prefabrication is a fundamentally green way to build. And this book provides
supporting details and sources for each project. And finally, the third accomplishment of this
book is the VISUAL reward one gets when holding it in their hands. Not only are the houses
beautiful and well photographed, but the book itself is nicely designed and flawlessly produced.
It's a touch more expensive than some housing books on the market but it remains an incredible



value nevertheless because there is so much well researched information in it. When you're
finished being inspired, you can turn to the appendices and find out who to call for the next step.
Anyone who even dreams about a new home or a little get-away needs to have this book.”

Brenden, “Sheri's done it again.... Full disclosure, one of the projects in the book is mine. Having
worked with Sheri Koones to get the data for our project, I can tell you she was more then
thorough, asked great questions about the technology, the design, and the intent of the project.
The result is a very detailed, accurate and informative snapshot of an ever changing pre-fab
industry.For anyone looking to lessen the impact of building, maintaining, and living in a home,
this book gives great insight into the rapidly increasing variety of designs, pre-fab building
techniques, and choices available a potential home buyer looking for new, better, (sometimes)
less expensive, ways to create a very livable home. No longer does manufactured housing
mean a simple colonial house with 8' ceilings and boxy rooms.As much as every pre-fab maker
wants to standardize their product, almost no one wants a 'standard plan' house. Everyone
wants changes, additions, modifications to suit their individual needs and preferences. Every
customer wants, or depending upon climate and location, needs a different level of 'energy' or
'green' features for their particular home and site. Sherri's efforts to show the wide variety of
designs and building techniques now available from pre-fab manufacturers and forward thinking
developers is admirable.For anyone looking to build or learn more about what's currently
available in the pre-fab world, I highly recommend you start your journey with this highly
informative, well written book.”

ehf, “Pretty good. I'm very interested in some-day building a prefab modern home so I bought
this book to see some more examples and to try to get an overview of the current state of the
industry. There are a lot of nice example houses in this book and there are some nice technical
asides that get into detail about certain technologies and government programs that are good to
know about.On the downside, nothing in this book is too in-depth, and there is an annoying
tendency in the modern prefab industry to talk about their houses as being somehow affordable
for most people, but I've never once seen that as a reality. As much as I'd love to believe that
building one of these houses could be cost-effective, the only thing I can really find are examples
of wealthy people patting themselves on the back and overpaying for energy efficiency and "non-
toxic" building materials. I'd like to see more sources in this industry really get down to the nitty-
gritty of the cost-efficiencies involved and rely less on what I see as empty eco-marketing .”

EkB, “good information. lots of basic advice about self sufficient developments and good value
as a book for both the public and professional as well”

dave, “overwhelmingly informative and truly satisfying. Sheri's newest book contains varied
examples of prefab houses and lots of great examples of strategies employed to achieve energy



efficiency. I highly recommend this book to anyone interested in home design and energy
efficiency in building.”

Robert Lee, “Information. It contained relevant details that I need.”

The book by Sheri Koones has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 93 people have provided feedback.
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